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       This paper examines Argentina's relationship with the International Monetary 

Fund (IMF) over the last two decades. It analyses the dynamics of the country's 

indebtedness with the IMF and the different degrees of intervention in the design 

of economic policies up to the present including the 2018 Stand-By Arrangement 

and the policies of economic openness that led to the balance of payments crisis of 

that same year. The main objective of this paper is to explore the most relevant 

aspects of the negotiation of the new credit between the country and the Fund 

which was conditioned by a scenario of potential sovereign default. The 

characteristics of the Extended Fund Facility with the IMF in 2022 to restructure 

the original debt, the economic programme agreed with the IMF and the 

consistency of the objectives and targets in the context of the national 

macroeconomy and its implementation to date are also assessed. 

 

RECENT HISTORY OF ARGENTINA'S RELATIONSHIP WITH THE IMF 

 

The Stand-By Arrangement that Argentina signed with the IMF in 2018 

demonstrates continuity in the history of the relationship with the organisation. In 

2003, then president Eduardo Duhalde signed a Stand-By loan that extended the 

loan signed by President Fernando de La Rúa on March 10, 2000. The economic and 

social context at the end of the 1990s saw a dizzying deterioration of the national 

public accounts that added to severe political and institutional instability. 
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The Argentine Republic defaulted on its international payments to private creditors 

and multilateral lending agencies. This situation created the right conditions for the 

IMF to directly intervene with its assistance and financial aid programmes for 

economies in crisis. 

Once the institutional crisis in Argentina had been overcome by the call for 

democratic elections and the country once again had a stable government, 

President Néstor Kirchner, who took office on 25 May 2003, requested, according 

to the letter of intent sent to the IMF on September 10, and approved by the IMF 

board on 20 October of that year, the conclusion of a 36-month Stand-By 

Arrangement between 2004 and 2006 to restructure the unpaid debt with the 

organisation following the severe crisis of 2001-2002. 

A Memorandum of Economic and Financial Policies was included, detailing the 

economic plan for the remainder of 2003 and for the period 2004-2006. This Stand-

By Arrangement was signed in the context of Argentina's announcement in Dubai 

of a debt swap that granted the country USD $12.5 billion. 

Following the signing of the new agreement, difficulties in the Kirchner 

government's relationship with the IMF began during the first review in March 

2004. Argentina's strategy was characterised by an attempt to stabilise the 

country's economy and gain time to improve the conditions agreed with the IMF, 

based on an improvement in its international reserve position as a result of the 

trade surplus that was beginning to emerge during those years. 

The agreement was one of the typical loans that countries signed at that time, a 

programme under which Argentina requested a loan at much lower rates than 

those on the market and obtained soft funds to meet its commitments if it met 
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certain macroeconomic targets during the quarterly reviews of the agreement by 

the IMF authorities. 

The IMF's demands included significant economic adjustments, an increase in the 

fiscal surplus to improve the public debt swap offer that Argentina had presented 

in Dubai, a devaluation of the peso relative to the dollar, structural reforms, and 

recognition of the Global Committee of Argentine Bondholders (GCAB) as the sole 

negotiating partner. Previously, the IMF had asked Argentina to privatise the Banco 

Nación. 

The former deputy finance minister Guillermo Nielsen, who at that time 

participated in negotiations with the then finance minister Roberto Lavagna, 

explained years later that "Argentina needed to restructure its defaulted debt and 

the IMF wanted to become a protagonist in this process and always pushed us out 

of the way". 

Restructuring with private bondholders 

Argentina resisted the IMF's strong pressure. The organisation asked Argentina to 

improve its offer to bondholders in the debt swap and to reduce the almost 70 per 

cent debt reduction that Argentina had announced in Dubai. The IMF wanted to be 

the arbiter of the negotiations with the private bondholders who were mainly from 

Western economies. 

The IMF doubled the pressure on Kirchner because Argentina was already growing 

at a rate of 9 per cent annually and the IMF authorities were asking the government 

for a higher fiscal surplus to pay more to creditors.  
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Argentina was still going through difficult days in August 2004, after the crisis of 

late 2001 and early 2002. The IMF wanted the government to undertake a public 

finance adjustment plan and emerge from the state of default it had entered at the 

end of 2001, while creditors in the rest of the world did not accept debt relief. 

CANCELLATION OF THE DEBT WITH THE IMF IN 2006 
 
In January 2006, Argentina cancelled USD $9.81 billion to the IMF by decision of 

President Nestor Kirchner. This froze the institutional relationship that had lasted 

for half a century. The relationship between Argentina and the IMF began in 1956, 

and since then the IMF has directly or indirectly monitored Argentina's public 

accounts. 

The 36-month Stand-By Arrangement that Argentina had previously requested in 

September 2003, for the period 2004 to 2006, included a Memorandum of 

Economic and Financial Policies in which the IMF demanded a programme of 

macroeconomic targets for the country's public accounts. 

The IMF's demands included a devaluation of the peso against the dollar, an 

adjustment in the economy's public accounts, structural reforms and an increase 

in the fiscal surplus in order to improve the exchange offer for the public debt that 

had defaulted in 2001 and which Argentina had offered to restructure in the Dubai 

presentation. 

In 2004, the IMF asked Argentina to improve its debt swap offer to private 

bondholders and banks and to reduce the almost 70 per cent reduction that the 

country had announced in Dubai. 
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The IMF de facto positioned itself as an "arbitrator" in the negotiations with the 

private bondholders, demanding that Argentina increase its fiscal surplus in order 

to generate surpluses that would allow it to improve the proposal to write off the 

public debt, based on the recovery of economic activity with a GDP growth rate of 

close to 9 percent annually. 

 
President of the Argentine Republic Nestor Kirchner and Minister of Economy Roberto Lavagna 

In 2004, the conditions imposed by the IMF on Argentina increased considerably. 

IMF director Rodrigo Rato, a Spaniard, headed the delegation that visited 

Argentina. The delegation did not obtain results. That same year, President 

Kirchner decided not to sign the Stand-By Arrangement  and to suspend relations 

with the IMF. 

In January 2006, Argentina cancelled USD $9.81 billion, the total amount of its debt 

with the IMF, by using international reserves as a result of a policy of accumulation 

by the Central Bank.  
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This situation was finally reversed in 2018 with the signing of a new Stand-By 

Agreement with the IMF, beginning a new chapter in the country's relationship with 

the IMF. 

THE DYNAMICS OF ARGENTINA'S PUBLIC DEBT 

2018 BALANCE OF PAYMENTS CRISIS 

The dynamics of the Argentine Republic's indebtedness shows a significant break 

since 2016. Until 2015, the Treasury sustained levels of external indebtedness in 

the Central Administration in the order of 52.6% of GDP (Graph 1), a nominal value 

of USD $240,665 million. A situation that placed Argentina among the least exposed 

Latin America countries in terms of external indebtedness. 

The evolution of the national gross external debt by type of creditor (Graph 2) 

shows a strong increase in the position of the private sector, which since 2016 has 

a strong presence in the inflow of short-term capital to the country, promoting a 

flow of speculative capital inflows from returns above the international average. 
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Evolution of Central Government Gross Debt 

 

Central 

Government Gross Debt as % of GDP 

 

The Current Account crisis in the Balance of Payments in 2018 triggered by the 

opening of the external sector of the economy to the international market, quickly 

led to a severe public debt crisis caused by the increase in international financing 

of the public deficit and the inflow of short-term capital encouraged by both high 

interest rates and exchange rate appreciation. The graph below shows the increase 

in the current account deficit of the Central Administration in relation to 

Argentina's Gross Domestic Product. 
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The dynamics of the Current Account in Argentina's Balance of Payments by 2018 

were explosive in the medium and long term by any technical analysis. The outflow 

of foreign exchange from the economy was increasing as capital controls were 

relaxed under President Macri's government. During the previous years, Argentina 

had imposed restrictions on capital mobility and on the foreign exchange market 

as a result of imbalances in the external sector that deepened as a consequence of 

the international financial crisis in the United States and Western Europe in 2008 

and 2009. These regulatory controls, whose primary objective was to contain the 

growing outflow of foreign exchange, were discontinued in 2016. 

The opening of the external sector of the economy had the direct consequence of 

growing the Balance of Payments deficit, which in 2017 was equivalent to 5% of 

GDP and demonstrated a dynamic that could double during 2018. But this situation 

did not materialise because in April and May of the same year the Argentine 

economy unexpectedly entered into a crisis of confidence regarding its ability to 

pay private creditors and there was an abrupt cut in external financing to the 

government and a pronounced currency devaluation. 
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Balance of Payments - Argentina's Current Account Dynamics 

Author’s elaboration based on data from Indec Argentina. 

To find some of the fundamental causes of that disruptive episode in 
macroeconomic terms in 2018, we must highlight financial market deregulation, 
the opening of the capital account and the implementation of orthodox policies to 
control inflation based on high interest rates and deceleration of economic activity. 

It should also be mentioned that, until 2015, Argentina had significant 
macroeconomic imbalances that needed to be corrected by the next government. 
The national economy was still suffering the consequences of the international 
financial crisis unleashed in 2008 and 2009, including the strong aversion to risk on 
the part of international capital and market "distrust" that weighed on the outgoing 
government due to its protectionist policy of local industrial sector. 
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Until 2015, Argentina had an intermediate degree of restriction on capital mobility, 
a negative current account balance and control over the foreign exchange market, 
known internally as the "exchange rate ceiling".  

These imbalances continued from 2016 onwards. They were not being corrected 
and so substantially deepened which led to macroeconomic inconsistency that 
provoked the crisis. 

The severe Balance of Payments crisis of 2018 brought Argentina into a scenario of 
extremely high financial volatility, with substantial jumps in the official exchange 
rate and a significant impacts on the real economy through the transfer to domestic 
prices of final and intermediate products. This added to the lack of access to 
financing for the growing current account deficit produced by international debt 
servicing. All of which put the country at the doorstep of the IMF. 

STAND-BY ARRANGEMENT OF 2018 

INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND 

The government of the Republic of Argentina and the IMF initiated talks on the 
implementation of a financial bailout for the economy. President Macri announced 
the agreement with a Stand-By Arrangement with the lending institution for a 
duration of 36 months. 

The macroeconomic plan that was agreed upon after the signing of the Stand-By 
Arrangement  in 2018 was comprised of two key axes:  

1) Rapid convergence to fiscal balance  

2) Inflation Reduction 

In order to ensure a faster convergence to fiscal balance, in addition to the 
government's initial election campaign promise, the new primary fiscal outcome 
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targets would be: -2.7% of GDP in 2018 (vs. -3.2% with the previous targets) -1.3% 
in 2019 (vs. -2.2% before), primary balance in 2020 (vs. -1.2% before) and a surplus 
of 0.5% in 2021 (vs. 0% before).  

Between 2018 and 2021, this meant a cumulative deficit reduction of 3.1% of GDP, 
or around USD $19.3 billion. The new path of fiscal convergence would allow the 
public debt to GDP ratio to begin to fall from 2019 onwards. 

To reduce inflation, the plan reinforced the targeting scheme with a floating 
exchange rate and strengthened the autonomy of the Central Bank. Inflation 
targets were set at 17% for 2019, 13% for 2020 and 9% for 2021. 

With the aim of sustainably reducing inflation, the Central Bank's monetary 
financing of the Treasury would be brought down to zero. In addition, the Treasury 
committed itself to a programme of early cancellation of non-transferable bills so 
that the central bank could use these resources to reduce the bank stock. 

In line with the general conditions of the Stand-By Arrangement, the repayment of 
each disbursement would be made in eight quarterly instalments, with a 3-year 
grace period. 

The agreed interest rate was variable and was linked on the evolution of the Special 
Drawing Right (SDR) interest rate. The SDR rate, was estimated at 1.96% as long as 
cumulative disbursements did not exceed 187.5% of Argentina's IMF quota (an 
amount equivalent to approximately USD $8.48 billion, 3.96% if cumulative 
disbursements exceed that amount, and 4.96% if the outstanding credit remains 
above that amount for more than three years), and 3.96% if cumulative 
disbursements exceed that amount, and 4.96% if the outstanding credit remained 
above that amount for more than three years. 
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PARAMETERS, FIGURES AND STAND-BY GUIDELINES 2018 

 

The Programme 

Argentina and the IMF agreed on a USD $50 billion Stand-By Arrangement for 36 months. 

This programme would allow some protection from international turbulence while minimising 
the impact on the Argentine economy. 

          

 

 Argen na   el   I acordaron un  rograma  tand    or       .   millones   

una duraci n de   meses

  ste  rograma nos  ermi r transitar las turbulencias internacionales 

minimi ando el im acto sobre la econom a argen na

 Argen na  resent el  lan econ mico a im lementarse durante el  rograma

  l  lan es consistente sostenibleecon mica social  ol  camente

  e inclu e e  l citamente el monitoreo de indicadores sociales    or  rimera

 e en la historia en un  rograma con el   I una sal aguarda ara  roteger a

los m s  ulnerables
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Argentina presented the economic plan to be implemented during the programme. 

The plan is economically, socially and politically consistent and sustainable. 

It explicitly includes the monitoring of social indicators and, for the first time ever in an IMF 
programme, a safeguard to protect the most vulnerable. 

 

 

 

Main axes 
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1. Reduce the primary deficit to 1.3% in 2019 and primary fiscal balance in 2020. 
 

2. Strengthening the autonomy of the Central Bank (BCRA) 
a) Provide the BCRA with the authority to set inflation targets, three years in advance, 

in consultation with the Ministry of Finance. 
b) Zero transfer from the BCRA to the Treasury 
c) BCRA balance sheet clean-up 
 Repurchase of non-transferable bills held by BCRA 
 Reduction of treasury bills 
d) A bill to reform the BCRA's organisational chart will be sent to Congress to restore its 
autonomy. 

 

 

 

Convergence to fiscal balance 

Primary outcome targets (% of GDP)  

Previous targets 

Current targets  
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Savings of 3.1% of GDP in the 2018-2021 aggregate  
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Fiscal result 

Projected primary and financial results (% of GDP) 

Primary result 

Financial result 
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Fiscal effort 

As % of GDP 

1) Primary deficit of the previous year 

2) Primary deficit (target) 

3) Fiscal effort (1) - (2) 

 

Change in resources 

Variation in primary expenditure (yoy) 
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Reduction in primary expenditure 

Primary expenditure 

As % of GDP 

Primary expenditure 

Pensions and other social spending 

Subsidies (energy and transport) 

Wages and goods and services 

Current transfers to provinces 

Other current expenditure 

Capital expenditure 
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Casto ex. pensions 

Consolidated fiscal outcome  

Consolidated fiscal outcome (Nation and provinces, % of GDP, % of GDP) 

Primary result 

Financial result 
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Public debt sustainability 

Public debt and interest (% of GDP) 

Interest 

Debt (private sector) 

Debt with private sector and international organisations and public sector financing 
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STAND-BY ARRANGEMENT OF 2018  

CREDIT DESTINED FOR NON-COMPLIANCE 

 

The capital account of the Balance of Payments was one of the most relevant 

chapters in the Stand-By Arrangement because foreign investments since 2016 had 

entered Argentina attracted by high financial returns and were positioned in short- 

and medium-term assets. This exerted pressure to withdraw from the Argentine 

economy as soon as the Balance of Payments crisis broke out in April and May 2018. 

Since the Stand-By Arrangement with the Monetary Fund was signed, the IMF 

provided a continuous flow of dollar disbursements, fresh capital funds to the 

Argentine government that entered the Central Bank's reserves. The deregulated 

capital market ensured that private investors would demand a large share of the 

dollar flows into the country, reversing positions in local financial assets and 

withdrawing from the Argentine economy in a generalised and disorderly fashion. 

A significant proportion of the loan inflows to the Central Bank ended up 

guaranteeing this reverse flow of capital to that which had been verified during 

2016 and 2017. 

The largest and most important obstacle to compliance with the Stand-By 

Arrangement signed in 2018 was in its maturity profile and repayments of both 

principal and interest associated with the loan. The accumulation of instalments in 
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the short term was combined with a strong adjustment towards the real economy, 

based on a drastic reduction in the public deficit, changes in relative prices 

associated with the increase in public services, a drastic rise in interest rates and 

the conditionality of sustaining the deregulation of the capital market. 

In the 2021 ex post technical review, The IMF itself recognised that the credit 

directed to Argentina and the economic policy after the signature of the Stand-By 

Arrangement was negative for the maintenance of macroeconomic stability. 

IMF Board Assessment (Year 2021 - Official Statement): "Despite a clear 

understanding of past experiences, and in the absence of policy alternatives, the 

programme ended up with a pro-cyclical policy stance, possibly worsening capital 

flight rather than boosting confidence". 

The economic team of then president Macri agreed to conditions that were 

impossible for Argentina to meet in terms of the capital flows necessary to comply 

with loan conditions. The profile of capital maturities accumulated mainly between 

2022 and 2024, with strong conditions on Argentina's economic policy to obtain 

this flow of dollars from the trade surplus, the only channel through which the 

country had access to these currencies until then, in a context of international 

private credit markets that were totally closed to Argentina. 

The graph below shows the accumulation of maturities agreed in the original 2018 

Stand-By credit: 
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Ministry of Finance, Argentina 

Debt Capital Maturity Profile 

Oct-2020 to Dec-2024 

In US$ mill. 

Private Sector 

Public Sector (2) 

Miltilateral and Bilateral 
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Argentina's public debt increased considerably between 2016 and 2020 as a result 

of the economic policy adopted by the Macri government. In 2015, the 

government's gross debt amounted to 52.6% of GDP and its composition was made 

up of just 6.3% of GDP in debt owed to multilateral credit organisations, a situation 

that was far from 2020, with 23.7% of GDP for this type of creditor after accounting 

for the IMF loan. 

The current account crisis triggered by the opening of the external sector of the 

economy to the international market soon led to a severe public debt crisis as a 

result of the increase in international financing of the public deficit and the inflow 

of short-term capital encouraged by high interest rates and exchange rate 

appreciation. The graph below shows the increase in Central Government 

indebtedness for the different creditors with respect to Argentina's Gross Domestic 

Product. 
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Ministry of Finance, Argentina 

Evolution of Gross Debt by Creditor as a % of GDP 

Debt with Public Sector Agencies 

Debt with Multilateral and Bilateral Agencies 

Debt with Private Sector - Performing and Eligible Pending Restructuring 

Debt with Private Sector - Eligible Pending Restructuring 

Faced with the unequivocal diagnosis of the concrete impossibility for Argentina to 

honour the terms and amounts of repayment of the loan agreed in 2018 and the 

need to restructure the loan to significantly improve the original conditions, the 

government sought a political consensus with the other political forces, which was 

joined by the various productive and trade union sectors that publicly supported 

the negotiation of a new agreement between Argentina and the IMF. 

 

RESTRUCTURING OF THE STAND-BY ARRANGEMENT BETWEEN 

ARGENTINA AND THE INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND 

 

The government of President Alberto Fernández took office in a context of 

economic and financial instability. The country was going through a major crisis in 

its external sector due to the strong imbalance in the current account of the 

balance of payments and the abrupt closure of the international debt markets. The 

outgoing government of President Mauricio Macri had devalued the currency in 

the context of the balance of payments crisis, increased public indebtedness and 

raised the level of inflation in the last year. The Macri government had also 
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reinstated foreign exchange market controls that he had undone in 2016 at the 

beginning of his administration as a result of the exchange rate crisis. 

The 2018 Stand-By Arrangement with the IMF leveraged external imbalances while 

accumulating loan repayments in the short term, a situation that was verified as 

materially impossible for Argentina to cancel. 

The IMF itself had frozen the Stand-By Arrangement with Argentina due to the non-

fulfilment of the initially agreed disbursements that would have completed the 

initial figure of US$ 57,000 million. 

Faced with the univocal diagnosis of the concrete impossibility for Argentina to 

honour the terms and amounts of repayment of the loan agreed in 2018 and the 

need to restructure the loan to significantly improve the original conditions, the 

different sectors of the economy began to make public their support for the 

negotiation of a new agreement with the IMF. 

In this context, President Alberto Fernández submitted a set of laws to Congress 

that were considered essential for the management of the socio-economic crisis 

inherited from the previous administration. This set of emergency laws included 

the declaration of a public emergency in economic, financial, fiscal, administrative, 

social, social security, tariffs, energy, health and social matters, allowing the 

executive to take budgetary and economic measures in the first months in a context 

of economic crisis and exchange rate and financial volatility. 
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The regulations approved in the National Congress were aimed at broadening the 

spaces of consensus and legitimisation for the negotiations that were to begin 

immediately with the IMF and whose direct negotiator for Argentina would be the 

then Minister of Economy, Martin Guzmán. 

 

LAW ON SOCIAL SOLIDARITY AND PRODUCTIVE REACTIVATION IN THE 

FRAMEWORK OF THE PUBLIC EMERGENCY 

 

Law 27541 

 

Declaration of Public Emergency 

 

https://diputadosbsas.com.ar/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/fmi-guzman.jpg
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Article 1 - A public emergency is hereby declared in economic, financial, fiscal, 

administrative, social security, tarrif, energy, health and social matters, and the 

powers included in this law are delegated to the National Executive Branch under 

the terms of Article 76 of the National Constitution, in accordance with the bases of 

delegation established in Article 2, until 31 December 2020. 

Public Debt Sustainability 

 

Article 3 - The National Executive Power is empowered to take the necessary steps 

and actions to recover and ensure the sustainability of the public debt of the 

Argentine Republic. 

Article 4°- The National Executive Power shall submit a report with the results 

achieved as a result of the steps and acts mentioned in Article 3 of this law, to the 

Permanent Bicameral Commission for the Follow-up and Control of the Contracting 

and Payment Management of the National Foreign Debt of the Honourable 

Congress of the Nation. 

 

The government's main objective with the IMF was to sign a new agreement that 

would clear the maturity horizon for the first years, as was done in the renegotiation 

with private creditors, and to distribute the payment of the USD $44 billion of the 

principal of the Stand-By credit over the extended period while renegotiating the 

interest initially agreed to. 

Argentina faced very short-term maturities, not only the two capital instalments of 

2022 and 2023, but also USD $5,072 million in principal and interest in 2020 with the 

IMF. Added to this was the maturity of USD $2.4 billion with the Paris Club, credits 

that had been restructured in 2014 by the then economy minister Axel Kicillof. 
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The chances of restructuring the debt with this group became greater as the 

agreement with the IMF progressed, and therein lay the government's strategy to 

negotiate in parallel on both fronts. Argentina's position was extremely delicate; both 

European creditors and the Fund itself shared the diagnosis made by the Argentine 

economy minister Martin Guzmán that, in the event of a default scenario, the real 

economy would suffer the consequences and the capacity for sustained recovery 

would be in danger. 

It was therefore key for the terms of the negotiation with the multilateral 

organisation to clear Argentina's financial horizon in the coming years and in this way, 

as was achieved in the last restructuring agreement signed with private creditors in 

2020, allow the first years of the government's term to be cleared of maturities. This 

would undoubtedly define the greater or lesser capacity Argentina would have to face 

the current decade and return to sustained economic growth. 

The different sectors of the economy, such as chambers of commerce, trade unions 

and institutional representatives of production and labour, publicly expressed the 

need to find a way forward for the Argentine economy through the revision and 

renegotiation of the agreement with the IMF that would allow a framework of future 

certainty to guarantee levels of growth and development compatible with the needs 

of society. The implicit idea in the public positions of these institutions was that the 

default implied an adjustment of the economy, a fall in production and employment, 

and an increase in unemployment. 

 

THE GOVERNMENT MOVES THE DEBT RESTRUCTURING DEBATE TO THE 

NATIONAL CONGRESS 
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In the search for broad political consensus, the government moved the debate on 

the negotiation for the restructuring of the agreement with the Monetary Fund to 

the National Congress and submitted the conditions of the future agreement to 

legislative debate through the passing of the Law for the Strengthening and 

Sustainability of the Public Debt (Law 27.612) in March 2021:  

LAW TO STRENGTHEN PUBLIC DEBT SUSTAINABILITY 

Law 27.612 

Article 1 - The General Budget Law of the National Administration for each fiscal 

year shall provide for a maximum percentage for the issuance of government 

securities in foreign currency and under foreign legislation and jurisdiction with 

respect to the total amount of government securities issuance authorised for that 

fiscal year. 

 

Any issuance of public securities in foreign currency and under foreign legislation 

and jurisdiction that exceeds such percentage shall require a special law of the 

Honourable Congress of the Nation authorising it. 

 

Article 2 - It is hereby provided that any financing programme or public credit 

operation carried out with the International Monetary Fund (IMF), as well as any 

increase in the amounts of such programmes or operations, shall require a law of 

the Honourable Congress of the Nation. 

 

Article 3 - The issuance of public securities in foreign currency and under foreign 

legislation and jurisdiction, as well as the financing programmes or public credit 

operations carried out with the International Monetary Fund (IMF), and any 
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possible increases in the amounts of such programmes or operations, may not be 

used to finance current primary expenditures, with the exception of the 

extraordinary expenditures provided for in article 39 of Law 24.156 on Financial 

Administration, considering within this classification those defined in the Economic 

Classification of Expenditure. 

 

 
Argentine Congress 

 

The aim of this legislation was to reach a broad political consensus on future 

indebtedness and to involve the different parliamentary forces in the debate on 

the conditions of the future restructuring. The negotiation should include the 

passing of a law for the future negotiation of the Stand-By Arrangement, which 
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both Argentina and the IMF itself considered to be in default, as well as the 

conditions included in the new negotiation and the economic policies implicit in the 

restructuring agreement with the IMF. 

 

ARGENTINA'S NEGOTIATION WITH THE IMF  

 

RESTRUCTURING DEBT AND AVOIDING DEFAULT   

 

The national government took on the electoral commitment to restructure the 

Stand-By Arrangement  signed by the government of Mauricio Macri in 2018, 

considering it materially impossible to comply with. The agreement was in a de 

facto frozen state and the conditions foreseen for the Argentine macroeconomy 

had changed and were drastically unfavourable throughout 2019. 

 

This negotiation was a milestone in discussions held with the IMF, representing a 

radically different agreement from all those historically implemented by the IMF. 

The Argentine Republic reached an agreement that did not violate the social or 

labour rights of society and allowed for conditions to recover domestic economic 

activity. 

 

The objectives of the Argentine government in the negotiation were defined by 

transversal axes that conditioned the Extended Facilities Agreement: 

 

1) Prevent Argentina from defaulting on its external debt. 

 

2) Not to allow a classic adjustment to the economic activity that was recovering after 

the crisis of the Covid-19 pandemic. 
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3) Not to move forward with structural reforms that would jeopardise the regulatory 

framework of Argentina's labour and pension system. 

 

4) Agree on a period of years that will allow the country's economy to consolidate 

economic recovery.  

 
 

The government's responsibility was marked by ensuring the continuity of the 

recovery of the real economy after the Covid-19 pandemic, not introducing changes 

to existing regulations and guaranteeing a window between the restructuring and the 

future dates of disbursements to the agency. 

THE ROLE OF THE IMF ON THE GLOBAL CHESSBOARD 

THE GLOBAL COVID-19 PANDEMIC 

 

The international context faced by the Republic of Argentina from March 2020 with 

the outbreak of the Covid-19 pandemic radically changed the country's economic 

variables, and the country had to face the process of total interruption of a large 

part of its productive activities.  

 

Since then, negotiations with the IMF were at a standstill, as the Covid-19 pandemic 

forced a slowdown in the conditions for moving forward with any kind of revision 

of the original 2018 agreement. 

 

The Covid-19 pandemic had consequences in two different ways: firstly, from an 

economic point of view, for Argentina it meant a deep deterioration of its main 
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indicators of public deficit, inflationary pressure and greater external vulnerability. 

At the same time, for the IMF, it represented an opportunity for direct intervention 

with financial aid to powerful Western countries based on their economic and 

military strength, responsible for guaranteeing the IMF's continuity in global 

decision-making in the future. 

 

The increase in Covid-19 spending and the consequent rise in fiscal deficits in most 

Western economies reconfigured the role of the IMF. The IMF itself became 

involved in providing financial assistance to major Western European economies 

whose public budgets were overburdened by pandemic spending. Against this 

backdrop, the multilateral organisation promoted a strong capitalisation among its 

shareholders, the second capital expansion of the organisation in its history for a 

total amount of USD $650 billion in convertible Special Drawing Rights for member 

countries, in order to cover part of the extraordinary expenditure caused by the 

economic restrictions of Covid-19. 

 

This placed the IMF once again on the international stage with a preponderant role, 

totally different from the one it had had up until 2020, characterised by the wear 

and tear of having failed in its stabilisation plans in those countries that obtained 

financial rescue through its credit lines.  

 

Thus, the Fund's reputation among Western countries, the majority shareholders 

in the organisation, had recovered, and the IMF's position for renegotiating credit 

with Argentina, its main debtor, had improved notably.  

 

This situation conditioned Argentina's chances of negotiating the future 

parameters of a potential Extended Facilities Agreement under better conditions 

in the months following the Covid-19 pandemic. 
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Not only had the IMF granted an impossible-to-fulfil credit to Argentina, outside of 

all regulations, in breach of its own Statutes and facilitating a pro-cyclical scenario 

of the crisis, but it also became a central actor in financing Covid spending during 

the pandemic, a situation that benefited it in terms of its reputation, especially 

among European countries. 

 

The Argentine government made progress in negotiations with the IMF, deciding 

not to allow the restructuring of the 2018 Stand-By to be associated with an 

economic stabilisation plan that has been characteristic and habitual of the IMF 

over the last decades, which would imply the drastic adjustment of public accounts, 

the induction of a recession in productive activity and the modification of social, 

labour and social security norms as part of its anti-inflationary shock plan. 

 

The government's priority was to avoid a default, in order to guarantee stability for 

the productive sector, which would be negatively impacted by an abrupt cut in 

international financing for exports, the purchase of inputs and foreign trade 

operations. 

Argentina's position vis-à-vis the IMF, which did not allow social rights, the social 

security system or the country's current labour regulations to be put on the table 

for discussion, was supported by broad sectors of society. 

Throughout the negotiations, the IMF itself had the opportunity to meet with 

various institutions of society, including the Argentine Industrial Union, business 

chambers and chambers of commerce, to assess the social scenario. 

Along the same lines, the IMF met with the General Confederation of Labour 

where, the Fund's officials were warned of the impossibility of making adjustments 
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to the country's current regulations and making progress in organising the 

economy without altering labour agreements and the social security system. 

The debate in Congress was not without controversy and criticism of the 

negotiation carried out by the national government, not only from the opposition 

led by the party of former president Mauricio Macri, but also by legislators from 

 resident  ern nde ’s go erning coalition who demanded better conditions for 

Argentina than those agreed by the Ministry of Economy. 

 

President Alberto Fernández, Minister Martin Guzmán and IMF Executive Director Kristalina Georgieva 

The bill for the approval of the Extended Facilities Agreement was debated in both 

chambers of the Congress of the Nation and in March 2022 passed in the Senate with 

56 votes in favour, 13 against and 3 abstentions. The agreement between Argentina 

and the IMF to refinance the debt was passed into law. 
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The most controversial aspect with the main parliamentary opposition force to 

approve the law was the requirement to exclude the economic programme agreed 

to by the government and the IMF from the legislative debate. 

 

In order to move forward in the parliamentary process, the opposition legislative 

blocs refused to incorporate the set of parameters of economic variables agreed 

between Argentina and the IMF into the body of the law in order to avoid validating 

the government's policy in the future. 

 

With this modification made, the law was finally passed with majorities in both 

chambers. 

  

The majority parliamentary backing for the Extended Facilities Agreement highlights 

the vulnerable situation in which Argentina negotiated the loan with the IMF. 

Domestic political differences were put aside and the interests of the state, exposed 

to strong international pressure, prevailed. 

 

In the end, Argentina managed to sign an agreement that was unprecedented in Latin 

America. The negotiations progressed in the direction that the country's productive 

and trade union institutions considered viable. The restructuring agreement with 

Argentina represents a break from the usual negotiations with the IMF, in which it 

traditionally imposes severe economic restrictions. 

 

 

EXTENDED FACILITIES PROGRAMME  

ARGENTINA AND THE IMF 
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In March 2022, the Argentinian Senate passed the foreign debt refinancing 

agreement between Argentina and the International Monetary Fund (contracted in 

2018) with 56 votes in favour, 13 against and 3 abstentions. 

EXTENDED FACILITIES PROGRAMME 

ARGENTINA - IMF 

 

Law 27.668 

 

Article 1 - The public credit operations contained in the Extended Facilities 

Programme to be entered into between the National Executive Branch and the 

International Monetary Fund (IMF) for the cancellation of the Stand-By 

Arrangement duly entered into in 2018 and for budgetary support are hereby 

approved in accordance with the provisions of Article 75, paragraph 7, of the 

National Constitution and under the terms of Article 2 of Law 27.612. 

 

The National Executive Power shall subscribe, in use of its powers, the necessary 

instruments to comply with the provisions of the preceding paragraph. 

 

Article 2 - This law shall enter into force as of its publication in the Official Gazette. 

 

The Extended Facilities Agreement reached by Argentina with the IMF includes 10 

reviews agreed on a quarterly basis. 

 

The repayment period for each disbursement is 10 years, with a grace period of 4.5 

years, which implies starting to repay the debt in 2026 and continuing until 2034. 

 

The programme approved by the Argentine Congress and the IMF Board reinforces 

the commitment to exchange rate stability, ruling out abrupt changes and 
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establishes that exchange rate management will seek to ensure the medium-term 

competitiveness of the real exchange rate with the objective of accumulating 

reserves. 

 

At the same time, progress was made in a progressive fiscal consolidation to reduce 

the fiscal deficit, within the framework of the recovery of economic activity and a 

gradual reduction in its monetary financing, and a framework for the 

implementation of monetary policy that results in positive real interest rates to 

strengthen the demand for peso assets. 

 

The agreement with the IMF does not envisage structural reforms typically 

requested by the organisation from countries that restructure or request 

agreements of this type, nor does it envisage reform of the pension system. 

THE ECONOMIC PROGRAMME OF THE EXTENDED FACILITIES 
AGREEMENT 

Fiscal deficit: Primary fiscal deficit targets of 2.5% of GDP in 2022, 1.9% of GDP in 

2023 and 0.9% in 2024 were set. These are the objectives of economic variables 

that the executive branch must meet in order to be able to access the quarterly 

disbursements and include a horizon for cutting the primary deficit.  

Central Bank Reserves: A cut in Central Bank assistance to the Treasury of up to 1% 

of GDP and reserve accumulation of USD $5.8 billion was projected. Some USD $15 

billion should be added over the course of the programme. 
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Economic subsidies and tariffs:  The programme aims to reduce spending on 

energy subsidies by around 0.6% of GDP based on a segmentation of public tariffs 

to users through the authorised mechanisms of public hearings. 

Exchange controls: A plan was agreed to dismantle the so-called "foreign exchange 

trap" gradually over the course of 2022 and transform it into "macroprudential" 

controls. 

Real estate revaluation: With the aim of increasing the tax base, it was agreed to 

review the real estate taxes of the provinces and also the Personal Property Tax, a 

national tax. 

Financial transactions: There are no plans to create new taxes or increase existing 

ones, but rather to promote greater financial inclusion, in particular electronic 

means of payment. 

Disbursements: The first disbursement of USD $7 billion Special Drawing Rights, 

which would imply a first transfer of USD $9.7 billion, represents the maturities that 

the government has with the IMF in the coming months. 

The agreement announced by the government with the IMF foresees a tariff 

scheme for gas and electricity services for 2022 and 2023, which will include a 

segmentation policy and will not exceed the level of wages. 

As part of the new definitions, the Ministry of Economy announced that "a 

medium-term energy plan will be developed" that will first include actions to 

encourage private and public investment to increase energy generation and 

transmission, including the construction of gas pipelines and the expansion of liquid 

natural gas and renewable energy production capacity. 
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In order for the staff to approve disbursements, Argentina must meet the fiscal 

deficit reduction targets at the heart of the IMF agreement. The fiscal path will be 

financed “mainly through a steady expansion of peso-denominated public debt and 

support from the international community, potentially facilitating the full 

elimination of monetary financing of the deficit by the end of 2024”. 

It was agreed to review tariffs for both residential and non-residential users, and 

the largest increases will be for "those sectors with the greatest capacity to pay". 

The aim is to achieve a segmentation of tariffs into 3 levels for 2022-2023. Increases 

will be tied to wage increases. The reduction of energy subsidies is foreseen at 0.6% 

of GDP, a situation that was definitely affected by the escalation of energy prices 

due to the Russia-Ukraine war. 

Greater controls to improve tax collection and a change in the real estate 

revaluation methodology to add resources via the Personal Property Tax were also 

agreed to. 

The agreement recognizes inflation as a multi-causal phenomenon and not 

exclusively monetary. The agreement initially envisages an inflation rate of a floor 

of 38% and a maximum of 48% for 2022 and a path of 5 percentage points per year 

for the following years. 

This forecast was corrected in the light of the inflation data for the months 

following the signing of the agreement, which as of August 2022 reached 78% year-

on-year, with a projection of 95% per annum in 2022 according to the new Minister 

of Economy, Sergio Massa incorporated into the draft Budget Bill 2022. 

The managed floating exchange rate scheme is maintained as strategy to sustain 

international competitiveness. December 2022 is set as the date for presenting a 

roadmap for gradually getting out of the dollar peg, in line with the objective of 
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returning to international markets by 2025. It must be said that at the date of 

presentation of this paper, October 2022, the government's ability to meet the 

objective of an orderly exit from the exchange-rate peg in the short term is unlikely. 

   

ASSESSMENT OF ECLAC-LATIN AMERICA,  

CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE AND TRADE UNIONS 

 

ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR LATIN AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN (ECLAC) 

 

The United Nations Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean 

(ECLAC) considered the agreement signed by Argentina and the IMF to be "novel" 

since, "as has rarely been seen" in the IMF's tradition of sovereign debt 

restructuring, the new Extended Facilities Agreement will allow Argentina to deploy 

its own development model. 
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ECLAC Executive Secretary Alicia Bárcena said that the agreement with the Fund 

implies "a new conceptual framework for this type of operation from both an 

institutional and socio-economic perspective." 

 

The highest authority of the organisation publicly stated that: "The new agreement 

raises the likelihood that Argentina will continue the economic recovery it has been 

undergoing over the last year, after the fall suffered during the Covid-19 

pandemic". 

 

 

ARGENTINIAN INDUSTRY UNION (UIA) 

 

The Argentine Industry Union, which represents the most important companies in 

the national economy, endorsed the agreement reached by the Argentine 

government and the IMF. 

 

The industrialists' communiqué emphasised the social responsibility of avoiding a 

default with the organisation, given that the consequences in terms of financing for 

companies and access to inputs in the international market would be seriously 

affected.  

 

The industrialists supported the government's original position to renegotiate the 

credit agreed in 2018 and to clear the horizon of short-term maturities that 

Argentina was not able to meet under the initial conditions. 

 

 

GENERAL CONFEDERATION OF LABOUR (CGT) 
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The General Confederation of Labour (CGT) supported Argentina's agreement with 

the IMF. The trade union organisation accompanied the negotiation process with 

both private creditors and the IMF in a context of strong financial uncertainty that 

led Argentina to critical levels in fundamental variables of the economy. The 

scenario of an eventual default represented a possible future collapse of basic 

social services for the population. In this context, civil society organisations 

accompanied the government at the institutional level in the negotiation of an 

extension of the agreement under conditions that would allow the country to 

sustain a process of growth and development compatible and simultaneous with 

the repayment of the agreed loan. 

 

The leaders of the trade union confederation expressed that the CGT is "reinforcing 

the historic responsibility of finding solutions to the problems that our country had 

and still has". 
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CGT Board of Directors and IMF Delegation in Argentina 

General Secretaries Héctor Daer, Pablo Moyano and Carlos Acuña, and Deputy 

General Secretary Andrés Rodríguez expressed their "satisfaction with the social 

and labour terms in which the agreement has been reached" with the Fund, 

officially announced this Friday by President Alberto Fernández. 

In public statements Héctor Daer said: "There is no agreement with the Fund that 

can be celebrated, this is to get out of a tragedy and find a point of departure and 

projection. In our Argentina we have to face a process of development, starting 

with a stabilisation process that is not built on the backs of those who have the 

least". 
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“The national labour central firmly maintained its commitment to defend the 

social, labour and social security policies of our country, and for this reason we 

express our support for the agreement.” 

 

ARGENTINE BUSINESS ASSOCIATION (AEA) 

 

The Business Association welcomed the fact that Congress has passed the law that 

endorses the public credit operations contained in the Extended Facilities 

Programme, understanding that this decision removes one of the most important 

restrictions for the development of economic activities in Argentina. 

 

CONFEDERATION OF MEDIUM-SIZED ENTERPRISES (CAME) 

 

The official statement of the Argentine Confederation of Medium-sized Enterprises 

(CAME) on the passing of the law says: "The agreement with the IMF brings order to 

the macroeconomy, generates certainty and decompresses short-term 

commitments, which gives us the necessary tools to focus on SMEs, regional 

economies and the domestic market". 

CAME also stressed that the approval by the National Congress of the IMF's extended 

facilities programme "generates certainty", and that from now on it is time to devote 

resources, efforts and financing to the promotion of the domestic market and local 

production." 

 

CONCLUSIONS 
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The restructuring agreement reached by Argentina with the IMF had the primary 

objective of avoiding a systemic crisis in the Argentine economy. Priority was given to 

the stability of the country's economic and political system in a context of extreme 

social vulnerability for important sectors of the population. 

Argentina was entering an unknown zone, as the deadline before default approached 

and the risk of entering a new crisis of confidence in the foreign exchange and capital 

markets increased exponentially, with the potential for contagion to the banking 

system which, until now and unlike the rest of the local markets, has a high degree of 

solidity. 

The Argentine economy needed to stabilise expectations and provide a greater 

degree of certainty, mainly within the private sector, in a context of strong exchange 

rate and financial instability during the previous months.  

In this context, the government, in an unprecedented case in the history of 

Argentina's debt restructuring with the IMF, broadened the debate towards society 

in order to reach a new agreement, and also transferred the discussion to the 

National Congress in order to broaden the consensus and legitimacy of the future 

economic programme that the country should implement after the restructuring. 

Argentina agreed on a sustainable economic programme in the medium term, which 

does not require structural reforms in its labour, social and social security legislation. 

The programme of economic policies arising from the restructuring agreement 

establishes gradual goals in the main macroeconomic variables, seeks primary fiscal 

balance, accumulation of reserves in the Central Bank, increase in exports and control 

of inflationary dynamics with gradual paths to achieve them in the medium term. 
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From March 2022 to the date of the publication of this paper, the Argentine economy 

avoided a spiral of devaluation crisis that could have been expected after the 

potential default and stabilised public spending. It is projected that by the end of the 

year the primary fiscal deficit target of 2.5% will be met, and finally, that the level of 

accumulated reserves in the Central Bank will be reached. In terms of inflation, the 

government has so far failed to contain it within the parameters agreed with the IMF 

and had to adjust the annual figure to 95% by 2022 in the draft budget law. 

The 2022 restructuring of that "unpayable" debt is less damaging in magnitude than 

a sovereign default and the resulting crisis of confidence in the Argentine foreign 

exchange and financial market, with a potential risk of contagion to the banking 

system and therefore systemic order. 

The stand-by agreement with the IMF in 2018 was an ‘irregular debt’ from the 

regulatory point of view within the organisation itself, and irresponsible from the 

point of view of government officials who assumed international credit commitments 

under conditions that were materially impossible to fulfil and that should never have 

been generated. 

The economic programme agreed as a result of the restructuring seeks to stabilise 

medium-term expectations in the private sector by balancing the public accounts 

achieved gradually without introducing abrupt adjustments to activity that would put 

employment, output and exports at risk. 

Finally, both the ruling and the main opposition political forces in the Argentinean 

Parliament overwhelmingly supported the decision to restructure the debt. There 

was also broad consensus in the country's chambers of commerce and trade unions 

in the productive sector, that the agreement will avoid interrupting the process of 

growth in economic activity recorded in the year prior to the signing of the agreement 
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and thus avoid feeding a crisis that would risk the country's entire economic system 

as a result of a sovereign default with the International Monetary Fund. 
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